We all want our children to be well prepared for the future; we want to provide them with an enhanced educational system to complement that of their parents. This will equip them with all the necessary tools to live their lives to the fullest.

Since its inception in 1996, the Mouratoglou Academy has been developing a precursor school system that has proven to be extremely efficient.

Tennis is truly a «school of life». It teaches us humility, hard work, perseverance and self-awareness. To me, it is much more than making grand speeches. In fact, it offers a unique experience which allows each student-athlete to display their true worth.

With small class sizes, individualized attention, a practical teaching style to better understand theory, learning and mastering foreign languages, living among fellow student-athletes from 45 different nationalities and dedicated teachers, we can say with certainty that our student athletes will be ready for the future.

At the end of the year, when I attend the graduation ceremony and listen to our graduates’ speeches, I find myself completely impressed by their sense of humor, their maturity, their intellect and their self-confidence. I tell myself that I would have been unable to do the same at their age. Furthermore, a teenager who is able to speak confidently in public is well armed to face the future.

At the Mouratoglou Academy, we have for over twenty years given equal importance to both tennis and school. We embrace our responsibility: preparing your children for the future - This is our commitment!
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A PLACE OF EXCELLENCE

With more than 320 days of sunshine per year and 12 hectares of cutting-edge sports infrastructure, the Mouratoglou Academy is one of the world’s most renowned destinations for the practice of intensive outdoor tennis all year long.
WHO WE ARE

With over 200 student-athletes, 4000 campers a year and top notch facilities, the Mouratoglou Academy is Europe’s most proficient training center.

OUR MISSION:
Our mission is to accompany your child in his intensive training and studying in order for him to achieve his goals, while developing within his sport and studies. Our aim is for each student-athlete to find a balance with both, while supporting them with respect, passion and unrelenting dedication as they work towards achieving their academic and sporting projects.

OUR VALUES:
There are no shortcuts to success. Working hard effectively and efficiently is the key to achieving results. Lessons learned in the classroom, on the court, and in their daily life at the academy help each student-athlete to grow and build himself in order to help them face adversary in competition and prepare them for their future.

OUR ENVIRONMENT
Young players choose to train and study at the Mouratoglou Academy because it is a diverse and dynamic environment. Training and studying with students from more than 45 nationalities everyday encourages our students to respect diversity and other cultures.

DETERMINATION / PASSION / EXCELLENCE
PERSEVERANCE / AMBITION / RESPECT

200 STUDENT-ATHLETES

100% HIGH SCHOOL Graduation rate

OVER 45 different NATIONALITIES

Europe’s N°1 program FOR US COLLEGE PLACEMENT

10 Grand Slam TITLES

10 Junior Grand Slam TITLES

4 JUNIOR WORLD players N°1

30 HIGH LEVEL TENNIS PLAYERS among the best in the world

N°1 FOR US COLLEGE PLACEMENT

OVER 100% HIGH SCHOOL Graduation rate

10 Grand Slam TITLES

4 JUNIOR WORLD players N°1

30 HIGH LEVEL TENNIS PLAYERS among the best in the world
OUR COACHING PHILOSOPHY
INSPIRED BY THE WORLD OF HIGH LEVEL

At the Mouratoglou Academy, every single player is seen as unique and a project in their own right.

The purpose of our coaches is to personalize each project, optimize each potential, and to guide each athlete to exploit their qualities, potential, and strengths to develop a strong and efficient tennis game.

OUR QUALIFIED STAFF IS COMPOSED OF

- 1 Head Coach
- 1 tennis coordinator
- 2 tournament coordinators
- 30 tennis & 10 physical coaches, all trained in the Mouratoglou coaching methodology.

5 FUNDAMENTALS
LISTENING / COMMUNICATION / RESULT-ORIENTED CULTURE / INDIVIDUALISED COACHING CONTINUOUS SELF-QUESTIONING

We are fully invested in the results of our players.

PATRICK MOURATOGLOU
WHERE CHAMPIONS TRAIN

Thanks to its ideal location between Nice and Cannes, the Mouratoglou Academy is considered as the ideal training ground for some of the world’s best professional players. Serena Williams, Stefanos Tsitsipas and Daniil Medvedev are regularly seen practicing on our courts in between tournaments, and they often share their own experiences with our student-athletes.

SERENA WILLIAMS
ANDY MURRAY / COCO GAUFF
GRIGOR DIMITROV / DANIIl MEDVEDEV / ALEXANDER ZVEREV
STANISLAS WAWRINKA / ANASTASIA PAVLYUCHENKOVA
THOMAS BERDYCH / EUGÉNIE BOUCHARD / MILOS RAONIC
LUCAS POUILLLE / ALIZÉ CORNET / STEFANOS TSITSIPAS
SVETLANA KUZNETSOVA / BENOÎT PAIRE
JÉRÉMY CHARDY / ANGÉLIQUE KERBER
VICTORIA AZARENKA
A WORD FROM OUR MENTOR

SCHOOL PROGRAM
> Program presentation
> A tailor made program for you

SPORTS PROGRAM
> Yearly training plan
> Weekly training schedule
> Physical preparation program
> Recovery program

TOURNAMENTS / SUPERVISION

SUMMER SCHOOL

GRADUATION CEREMONY
It means the world to me, that I can be in that position as a role model and mentor for our student-athletes. It’s great for the younger generation to be inspired by the top players, that’s what I had as a kid. It’s also very nice for them to have someone that they can look up to and feel like they can reach that level one day.

I think it’s great having such a safe environment for the kids at the Academy. I think that education is very important if not more important than tennis and it allows them to have a bright future ahead with nothing to worry about. The system at Mouratoglou provides this environment and allows kids to pursue both their tennis and their studies.

STEFANOS TSITSIPAS
At the academy, school and tennis are given equal value. Our pedagogical team understands the problems and difficulties of combining school and competition and accompanies students to achieve excellence.

SAT®: On average, over 60% test takers score above the 75th Nationally Representative Percentile

90% graduating students receive a scholarship to attend a US University

AP® Exams: Over 90% of our students earn scores of 4 or 5 on Advanced Placement Exams

Successful placement of students in UK and European Universities

This is our 6th year at the Mouratoglou Academy with our children. We believe that the academy has achieved a perfect blend of tennis and school by creating a merged system of academic and tennis education. The school works with the tennis side in remarkable harmony. Being in a place where our kids’ tennis and academic careers are in good hands, we are happy of the choice we have made.

ASLIHAN AND ERCAN
PARENTS OF SIM, 15 YEARS OLD

> Small classes (maximum 15 students per class).
> An experienced team of teachers that adapts and accommodates to the demands of an intense school/tennis program
> Adapted school schedules to fully benefit from the tennis and school program
> Each student’s unique project is built cohesively between the student, the parents and the teachers
> Perfect environment (45 different nationalities) for learning English and French and developing intercultural communication skills
> Supervised nightly study
> SAT® testing center
> AP® classes and courses
The Mouratoglou International School family works together and relies on the values of respect and integrity. Our teachers are there to nurture, guide, and empower our students in their quest to achieve personal excellence. In the end their success is our biggest achievement.

ANA CROVETTO,
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Patrick Mouratoglou saw his dream of turning professional shattered when he was young. This is what drove him to start his academy and create a lifetime tennis & school project that has been helping thousands of youngsters achieve their own dreams for more than twenty years.

Whether they are pursuing their plan to become a professional player or obtaining a scholarship at an American university, we ensure that our players shape themselves as athletes.
Our tennis & school program combines sports with studies at the highest level.

**PROJECT OF A LIFETIME**

2 hours 30 minutes - 3 hours of tennis and 1 hour 30 minutes of fitness per day, the Tennis and School program is just as complete and demanding as that of our Elite Team; the requirements are as high as our professional players. In addition, each player has a package of 18 hours of individual coaching lessons per year [tennis or fitness].

**TENNIS & SCHOOL COURSE**

**SPORTS PROGRAM**

**YEARLY TRAINING PLAN**

**PHASE 1 > SEPT.**

- Analysis of the players skills
  - Technical analysis
  - Biomechanics analysis
  - Mental profiling analysis
  - Physical tests

**PHASE 2 > OCT. / DEC.**

- Intensive all round fitness training
  - Modification of techniques (if needed)
  - Developing players’s strengths
  - Coaching during tournaments
  - Physical tests

**PHASE 3 > JAN. / MAR.**

- In-depth work of strategy and tactics
  - Trainings matches
  - Customized fitness training
  - Internalization of the trained aspects
  - Physical tests
  - Coaching during tournaments

**PHASE 4 > APR. / JUNE**

- Application of game strategy & tactics
  - Internalisation of the trained aspects
  - Fitness training
  - Physical tests
  - Coaching during tournaments

**PROJECT OF A LIFETIME**

2 hours 30 minutes - 3 hours of tennis and 1 hour 30 minutes of fitness per day, the Tennis and School program is just as complete and demanding as that of our Elite Team: the requirements are as high as our professional players. In addition, each player has a package of 18 hours of individual coaching lessons per year [tennis or fitness].

**SCHOOL YEAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEP</th>
<th>OCT</th>
<th>NOV</th>
<th>DEC</th>
<th>JAN</th>
<th>FEB</th>
<th>MAR</th>
<th>APR</th>
<th>MAY</th>
<th>JUNE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PH.1</td>
<td>PH.2</td>
<td>PH.3</td>
<td>PH.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**YEARLY TRAINING PLAN**

1 **TRIMESTRAL REPORT**

2 **TRIMESTRAL REPORT**

3 **TRIMESTRAL REPORT**

**24 25**
SPORTS PROGRAM

WEEKLY TRAINING SCHEDULE

TENNIS

- 2 hours 30 - 3 hours a day
- Saturday match training
- 4 players per group
- Groups of same level
- Individual coaching lessons: optional
  (in addition to the 18 annual individual lessons)

MENTAL

- Mental assessment at the beginning of the year, by a professional
- Daily check-up by the tennis coach
- Individual mental coaching: optional

RECOVERY PROCESS

Recovery session adapted to the player: Ice baths, Bike, Stretching, Cryotherapy, Physiotherapy. More details page 29.

PHYSICAL TRAINING

- 1h30 hours of fitness a day
- Physical check-ups 4 times a year
- Recovery process
- Yoga: optional
- Individual coaching lessons: optional
Athletic development is essential to playing tennis in competition. Thanks to the variety of drills, the use of new technologies and high-end equipment, the team of physical trainers physically builds each child to match their own game.

SPEED AND/OR FOOTWORK
COORDINATION
CORE AND BALANCE
PREVENTION
RECOVERY
MUSCULATION / STRENGTH
CARDIO

The analysis of the tests carried out make it possible to determine the profile of each player and to set up a program meeting the needs of each. Strengthening physical qualities, developing potential and preventing injuries are the daily tasks.

A UNIQUE STRUCTURE FOR OPTIMAL MEDICAL COVERAGE

Located within an exceptional infrastructure, including the latest technology, student-athletes are free to consult with medical professionals (specialists, physiotherapists, and osteopaths) throughout the year in order to heal and prevent injury in our sports medical center.

> Recovery protocols one afternoon per week (mobility workshops, injury prevention, stretching ...)
> Recovery massage and osteopathy sessions: optional
> Immersion pools for better recovery

REHABILITATION SECTION

When a player is injured he integrates the rehabilitation section where he can benefit from tennis and fitness sessions adapted to his physical conditions.

In permanent link with the medical sports center, this protocol allows a progressive resumption of the game and allows an optimal accompaniment.
TOURNAMENTS

The Academy offers a full calendar including regional FFT competitions, monitoring international competitions: Tennis Europe, ITF competitions, ATP & WTA tournaments and UTR tournaments. We adapt the program to the level of the player and his/her behavior.

> 12-15 tournaments per year (in the region)
> 4-6 Tournaments UTR per year:
 Universal Tennis Rating (UTR) is a very reliable international ranking. Players from all over the world and all levels are referenced in it. UTR allows better supervision of the performance of our players.

> Tournois internationaux ITF, Tennis Europe (depending on the level of the player)
> Summer Tour:
 7/8 tournaments (2 tournaments per week)

SUPERVISION

Student-Athletes are accompanied and supervised throughout the year on tournaments. Seeing and encouraging children in competition is a fundamental element for coaches and for the work they do together. They prepare the matches and debrief the performance.

REPORTS

The daily program is sent to students, as well as feedback from matches, also sent to parents.
SUMMER SCHOOL
A UNIQUE SUMMER PROGRAM

During summer, we give our students the possibility to continue their studies and earn high school credit. Whether you want your child to catch up on studies or simply continue a school routine during the vacation, we are here to help you.

Additionally, your child can combine up to four hours of classes along with tennis & physical training throughout the day.

SCHEDULE
- 4 weeks

SUBJECTS
- English, Math, and Social Studies

PROGRAMS
- Summer school only (2 hours daily per class - 10 or 20 hours of class per week)
- Summer School and Summer Tour
- Summer School with half-day tennis camp (possibility of accommodation)
At the end of each school year, around mid-June, the Mouratoglou Academy hosts its annual end of year ceremony for both the American and French schools. The focus of this ceremony is to celebrate the students receiving diplomas, but it is also an occasion that brings together students, alumni, parents, teachers, coaches and the entire Mouratoglou Academy to share a special and emotional moment.

“"It's a magical day for everyone"

ANTREAS, STUDENT-ATHLETE, CYPRUS
Our ‘Scholarship USA’ program allows you to obtain a degree recognized worldwide while spending up to 4 years abroad - a feat that will give you a competitive edge in your professional career. College sports hold significant importance in the United States. The American university system allows students to combine their schedule with an intensive sports program. The varsity athletes represent their university through college tennis.

Every year, more than 50 students from the Mouratoglou Academy benefit from suitable support in their research for an American University. Our placement coordinator advises and guides students in all their administrative procedures, according to their personal goals.

With a network of more than 1,000 universities in all divisions, and the most prestigious universities, students are supported to choose the best establishment to pursue and perfect their academic course.

As a matter of fact, some of the top-notch universities have players close to professional level in their rosters, and it is common to see some of them make it to the ATP Tour. Kevin Anderson, the 2017 U.S. Open and 2018 Wimbledon runner-up, has played three years of college tennis at the University of Illinois before turning professional; James Blake, a former top 10 player, has spent two years at the Harvard University.
I don’t regret any decision that brought me here. I have never been so connected with other people. We all have the same goals, the same dreams. We support each other not only on the court, but in daily decisions. We are a strong family that are fighting, not as individual players, but as a team. I love that in college tennis we are always loud. We are shouting, we are screaming, we are cheering, and I never thought it could be that loud on the tennis matches. I love it.

The US placement person really helped me and guided me throughout the process to find the perfect University and to make the process much easier. There are a lot of advantages to have a US service/adviser on site. She is going to find many possibilities and options based on your profile and what you want. It is really helpful!

If I had to give some advices to future students, I would just say work hard, that is all you need. MTA staff and program as well as the US college placement person will do the rest, just put your priorities in the right place and believe in your dreams.

Mouratoglou International School gave me the opportunity to pursue a high quality education. I was taught to challenge myself and I realized the importance of knowledge in this world. Before I came to study here, I was a little girl from a small village in Italy who did not have a clear perspective of the world. After these three years and thanks to the support of my teachers and staff, I now have a more concrete idea of what I want to achieve. I am now in the United States, where I continue to live my dreams, and it is largely thanks to them.

Attending Mouratoglou International School was a phenomenal experience for me. Being able to experience the life of a student-athlete and learning to maintain a perfect balance between academics and sports prepared myself for the student-athlete life in the United States. The positive and encouraging environment created by the teachers and coaches at MIS never failed to bring out the best in me.
PRESENTATION OF THE ACADEMY

INFRASTRUCTURES

THE LIFE AT MOURATOGLOU CAMPUS

BOARDING HOUSE
INFRASTRUCTURES
12 ACRES OF WORLD-CLASS FACILITIES

- 33 CLAY & HARD COURTS (8 covered courts)
- 4 PADEL COURTS
- STUDENT CAMPUS (school & boarding house)
- ATHLETIC TRACK
- MULTISPORTS AREA
- FITNESS ROOMS & WEIGHT LIFTING AREAS
- PRO-SHOP
- SPORTS MEDICINE CENTER
- 4-STAR HOTEL
- SPA
- RESTAURANT & BAR
- VIP & SEMINAR ROOMS
THE LIFE AT MOURATOGLOU CAMPUS

The Mouratoglou campus is an American-style environment, purposely built to cater to all the needs of a young student-athlete on and off the court.

5 MEALS & NUTRITION

All meals are prepared on site with the athlete in mind and menus are planned by a sports nutritionist to provide the right balance of nutrients to meet the rigorous physical challenges of our athletes.

HEALTHY, BALANCED & NUTRITIOUS

GLUTEN FREE AND OTHER DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
(Available)

INDIVIDUAL NUTRITION PLANS
(Available on request)

EXTRAS

Players have access to the Pro-Shop - our shop entirely dedicated to the tennis - for the maintenance and stringing of rackets or to purchase clothes and accessories.
BOARDING HOUSE
WELCOME HOME

We want everyone to feel at home when they walk through the doors of the boarding house.

Our staff will welcome your child in a very warm-hearted and family-like atmosphere. We want each child to feel at home from the minute they walk through the doors of the boarding house. The role of the boarding house staff is to listen and reassure both boarders and parents. Their role is also to guide your child in finding balance between work, discipline, rigor, and fun within a warm and family environment.

Everything has been set in place and is available to meet your child’s needs. Security and comfort are omnipresent within the boarding house structure: on-site staff 24 hours a day, security camera surveillance, high-speed Internet and air-conditioned rooms.

The Mouratoglou Campus gathers youngsters from more than 45 different nationalities. Athletes are immersed in English and French, giving them a genuine window on the world. At the Academy, we don’t only shape champions on the court, but also great, independent and well-rounded human beings.

Listen, advise, bring energy, and reassure each child: this is our daily mission. Every day, we support them, help them organize their rooms, and bring them food if they feel unwell, all with the hope that they feel at home.

MARTINE, GOVERNESS

ACADEMY PRESENTATION

EXTRAS
> Laundry

STAFF
> Team of 30 trained professionals
> 1 nurse
> 1 governess

BOARDING HOUSE FEATURES
> 76 rooms all equipped with bathrooms, air conditioning and wifi
> 1-3 students per room
> Security cameras
> 20 classrooms
> Study room & media center
> Game room
> TV & cinema room

FEATURES
> 76 rooms all equipped with bathrooms, air conditioning and wifi
> 1-3 students per room
> Security cameras
> 20 classrooms
> Study room & media center
> Game room
> TV & cinema room
ACTIVITIES

To help students have fun during their free time, evening and weekend activities are offered by the entertainment manager, in collaboration with boarding staff and coaches.

ACTIVITIES ON CAMPUS
Students have access to the game room (baby-foot, ping-pong, foosball, TV) and participate in discovery workshops (improvisation games, circus, dance...) and in activities (field days, musical quiz, karaoke ...).

ACTIVITIES OFF CAMPUS
WINTER ACTIVITIES
Hiking, mountain biking, cultural visit and shopping in Cannes or Nice.

SUMMER ACTIVITIES
All year round, the spirit team sets up a program of activities linked to the region (hiking, cultural visits, beaches, etc.) or adapted to their wishes (escape games, laser games, bowling, shopping, etc.).

INTEGRATION CAMP
The tennis-school program always begins with two days of integration. Each year, a different destination is offered, and students travel within the region with coaches and supervisors. Students participate in team games, sporting challenges, etc. in order to share experiences creating group cohesion from the very start.
FAMILY & SPORTS RESORT

With a 24 acres compound, a 780m² SPA, a restaurant with fine cuisine and a racket-shaped swimming pool, the Mouratoglou Hotel & Resort is ready to host you while you visit your child. Located near the academy, this four-star hotel is the perfect place to relax with your family and enjoy the French Riviera.
THE CONFORT TO IMMEDIATE PROXIMITY

Tennis & School is not just an individual project. This new luxury residence is a lodging solution for families who wish to live within the heart of our Resort.

The residence offers several comfortable apartments for rent from studio to three-bedroom apartments. All include a fully equipped.

This new infrastructure allows you to make lifetime memories as a family.

From

895€/ MONTH

The Residence offers families furnished and unfurnished, recent and luxury apartments for optimal comfort.

> Furnished apartment:
The rental of the property is for a period of 1 week to 12 months maximum.

> Unfurnished apartment:
The rental of the property is done year-round.
DISCOVERING THE FRENCH RIVIERA

In order for our students to fully embrace the breathtaking region of the French Riviera, we organize numerous trips throughout the year. Whether we take them to a soccer match in Monaco, the bowling center in Antibes or short trips to the beautiful nearby cities, we always make sure they get to know the French culture.

CANNES & LA CROISETTE
Cannes, seaside town of the Côte d’Azur, is famous for its international film festival. La Croisette, a boulevard along the coast, is lined with sandy beaches, luxury shops and palaces.

MOUGINS
On the heights of Cannes, Mougins is a medieval village with narrow flowered streets. It attracted the greatest of this world including Picasso, Man Ray, Léger, etc. Its typical Provençal aspect, its numerous art galleries and its fine dining give it an indefinable charm. Mougins is said to be the capital of gastronomy of the region.

ANTIBES
Chic seaside resort with lively nightlife, Antibes is located between Nice and Cannes. It is known for its old town surrounded by ramparts of the sixteenth century and for its marina Vauban where the most luxurious yachts are moored.
JOIN US

THE ADMISSION INTO OUR TENNIS AND SCHOOL PROGRAM REQUIRES MANDATORY SELECTION TESTS.

› Being selected to join our Academy depends on a number of factors including, but not limited to, motivation, general attitude, tennis level & academic level.

› In order to get to know you, we ask each candidate to spend one week at the Academy in total immersion, to take the selection tests.
SELECTION PROCESS

WE WILL CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING IN ASSESSING YOUR PROFILE:

- Tennis tests (technical, tactical & mental)
- Fitness tests
- Academic tests (French, mathematics)
- Previous school reports
- Oral interview with student
- Meeting with the parents
- Successfully completed CM2 (French School) or Grade 4 (International School)
- School transcripts for all High School students
- Current year report card for 5th grade and middle school students
- Ability to withstand significant physical training
- Applicant’s motivation, implication and academic project
- Attitude during the selection process

APPLICATIONS ARE TO BE MADE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, AS THERE ARE A LIMITED NUMBER OF PLACES.
## Packages & Prices

### School Year From September to June

### Tennis & School Program

**Grade 5 to 12**

**Performance Program (September to June)**

Program including between 2h30 and 3 hours of tennis and 1h30 of fitness per day, local tournaments, conferences, additional activities, medical follow up (sport physician*, physiotherapy & recovery protocol). The program also includes a package of private lessons.

**Entrance Fees (Only the 1st Year)**
- **3 000 €**

**US College Placement Services**
- **Offered**

### Boarding

- **Triple Room** (with balcony)
  - **14 750 €**
- **Triple Room** (with balcony and view of the tennis courts)
  - **15 250 €**
- **Double Room**
  - **17 750 €**
- **Double Room** (with balcony)
  - **18 500 €**
- **Single Room**
  - **25 000 €**

*Mandatory for boarding students*

**Specific Medical Cost Prepaid** (Not included in the medical follow up: Pharmacy, Dentist, MRI, Cat Scan, Podiatrist, etc...)
- **1 000 €**

**Deposit** (Mandatory for new boarding students)
- **750 €**

### Options

**Lunch Plan** (For non-boarders from Monday to Friday)
- **2 500 €**

**Private Lessons - Tennis or Fitness** (10 hours)
- **875 €**

**Private Lessons - Tennis or Fitness** (20 hours)
- **1 690 €**

**Private Lessons - Tennis or Fitness** (50 hours)
- **3 990 €**

**Mental Coaching** (10 hours)
- **1 050 €**

**Yoga** (Once a week)
- **700 €**

**Pressotherapy Normatec** (20 sessions)
- **400 €**

**Sport Massages** (10 sessions)
- **425 €**

**Sport Massages** (20 sessions)
- **800 €**

**Sport Massages + Pressotherapy Normatec** (20 sessions)
- **1 100 €**

**Cancellation Guarantee**
- **10% (of the tuition fees)**

**Laundry Service** (Highly recommended for younger players)
- **900 €**

---

*General medication will be provided by the sports doctor only subject to availability
**Remain balance reimbursed at the end of the school year
*** Remaining balance reimbursed at the end of the period spent at the academy
WE SHAPE THE FUTURE OF TENNIS

Since its inception in 1996, the world’s most promising talents have been developing their games at the Mouratoglou Academy and winning important titles.

ALEXEI POOPYRIN

LINDA FRUHVIRTOVA
2019 Les Petits As singles and doubles champion. Winner of her first two ITF professional tournaments in Monastir in 2021.

HOLGER RUNE

STEFANOS TSITSIPAS

COCO GAUFF

BRENDA FRUHVIRTOVA
Les Petits As champion in singles (2020) and doubles (2019). Winner of her first two professional tournaments in Tucuman (Argentina) in 2022.
CONTACTS

TENNIS & SCHOOL MANAGERS
tennisandschool@mouratoglou.com

US COLLEGE PLACEMENT MANAGER
fanny.fracassi@mouratoglou.com

mouratoglou.com